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Chapter 1 : Cool Science Jobs from Cave Explorers to Forgery Detectives - ABC News
That's why deep cave exploring requires a team. Bilger says you approach the cave like climbers approach at summit of
Mt. Everest. There's a base camp and several more campsites at different.

Wind Cave - Fast Facts National Significance Most boxwork of any known cave, most complex 3D rectilinear
maze cave network maze , seventh longest cave in the world, one of the most diverse mineralogical and
speleothem assemblages and one of the largest barometric wind caves in the United States. Rock Formation
Madison deposited during the Mississippian, million years ago - locally called Pahasapa limestone , feet m
thick in the park. Dip of Madison Formation Beds dip Cave Boundaries Cave is within a 1. Length of
Surveyed Cave Deepest Point Surveyed The Lakes are feet Elevations Natural Entrance feet Filled with
Minnelusa sediments red sand, silt, clay, and fragments of limestone, sandstone or chert during Pennsylvanian
times million years ago. Major Cave Development Probably during Paleocene-Eocene times million years ago
, definitely after Laramide uplift of Black Hills million years ago. Cave developed along gypsum deposits and
paleokarst zones. Upper Level of Cave feet It is near the chert layer and is characterized by smooth rounded
walls and ceilings and domes, boxwork is rare, paleofill common, corrosion residue and fossils common.
Middle Level of Cave feet It is below the chert layers and is characterized by boxwork, wide and irregular
passages, frostwork, and bedded limestone. Upper middle has nodules of chert, poor boxwork, crumbly
bedrock, zebra rock, spar-filled vugs, and fossils. The middle has very well developed boxwork, lots of
moonmilk, chert is rare, and low wide passages. Lower Level Cave feet Characterized by canyon or fissure
passages with thick coatings on everything, also with false floors and large vugs. Cave Sediment Dating 0.
Draining of Cave Water stagnant from 40 million to 0. Cave started draining as a backwater around , years
before present based on crust dating. Drained down to Boxwork Chimney , years ago, draining at a rate of 1.
Lakes were 60 feet above current level 1, years ago based on calcite raft dating. Water Flow into Walk-in
Entrance feet. It ponded at the low spot between the North Room and the first transformer.
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Chapter 2 : Deep Explorer | Technip
An explorer who got injured at the bottom of Germany's deepest cave 12 days ago has re-emerged after a rescue
operation that could lead to the Riesending cave complex being closed for good.

Share Shares Caves are often musty, muddy, and damp. They can also be teeming with wildlife, as wide as a
canyon, or flooded with icy water. They can be made of marble, crystal, or basalt. Caves are far more than just
holes in the ground. Some of them are quite extraordinary. This also means that the caves can get chilly, so
winter wear is appropriate for all visits. The ice formations are different colors due to the mineral content. The
caves are located above Werfen Village in Salzburg. Lamps are handed out to tourists before the tour, and
sometimes the ice formations are lit with magnesium lamps for dramatic effect. Josi Staffa Island is an
uninhabited island off the coast of Scotland. It is also called Uamh Binh, or Cave of Melody. In the Roman
period, the cavern was said to be the home of nereids, sirens, and devils. Anything immersed in the water also
appears silver, due to bubbles in the water. The best time to visit the Blue Grotto is early afternoon, when the
sunlight shines directly outside the cave. About wisteria plants of at least 20 species are grown in the garden,
each blooming purple, white, blue, violet-blue, or pink. The peak season is toward the end of April. Its length
is almost 5 kilometers 3 mi of cavern with water so clear that divers can see nearly 45 meters ft ahead of them.
There are also no currents in the cave. The Orda Cave is not a good place to get lost in. Smaller passages and
caverns leading away from the main cavern are still being found. Cave diver Lamar Hires says that he has seen
chunks of gypsum as large as cars and buses fall from the walls and ceiling. They glow in order to draw
insects closer, luring them into the silky threads that the glowworms produce and their inevitable tangled
doom. The Glowworm Grotto is navigable by boatâ€”under the lights of the hundreds of glowworms on the
ceiling. The upper chamber includes the Organ Loft and the Catacombs, while the lower level is home to the
Cathedral Chamber, whose acoustics are acknowledged by international opera stars. Paul Underground River,
was established as a national park in It is an 8-kilometer 5 mi river that flows straight into the sea. Along the
way, it flows through a cave, zipping by some of the most beautiful limestone formations in the world. Some
of these formations resemble animals, mushrooms, and people. On January 28, , the subterranean river was
named one of the new Seven Wonders of Nature. Only 4 kilometers 2. Visitors have quite the trek: They must
fly from the capital to the lake city Coyhaique, then drive kilometers mi south to the lake. But the long journey
is worth it when viewers are rewarded with crystal-clear water and beautifully patterned walls of marble. The
caves are only accessible by boat. The cave was formed 6, years ago by waves crashing into calcium
carbonate. The color of the water varies with the weather, water level, and the time of year. Its estimated
ceiling height is meters ft , and its maximum dimensions have been estimated to be x meters 2, x 1, ft. The
chamber is so large that eight jumbo jets could fit along its length of the chamber, and it could be a rather
inaccessible garage for 7, buses. In October , scientists estimated its depth to be 2, meters 6, feet. The cave is
located in Abkhazia, a republic that belongs to Georgia but claims to be an independent state. In order to reach
the lowest depths of the cave, spelunkers from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem dove through water barely
above freezing. They also experienced a flash flood that left them isolated for 30 hours. At depths of over
meters 1, ft , several life-forms have been found, such as cave pseudoscorpions, parasitic worms, and
transparent fishâ€”in near zero-degree water.
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Chapter 3 : Education & Training | InnerSpace Explorers
This is a Deep Explorer course for Deep Divers and/or Divers interested in getting involved in Deep Diving beyond the
recreational No Decompression Limits, also called Technical Diving, find out what it takes to Deep Dive.

Worksheets Cool Facts on Amazing Caves Did you know that caves can actually take millions and millions of
years to form? Take a read and find out more about awesome caves. How are caves made? They form in rocks
over millions and millions of years. Most caves are formed with marble, limestone, dolomite and gypsym.
These are rocks that can dissolve easily over time. Caves can be formed in lots of different ways including
chemical actions, erosion from water, tectonic and volcanic forces, microorganisms, and pressure. What
happens when a cave forms? Well they are usually made when water runs over those soft rocks we mentioned
earlier. This water has acid in it which slowly has a good old munch on the limestone, and there you go a
cave! The cave will get bigger and bigger over time. But if the water decides to find a new path, the cave is
left dry. They can also be formed when hot lava melts and holes are formed. Sometimes the ceiling of a cave
collapses, which leaves a massive room or cavern. Tidal waters along the coast can also cause caves as the
waves bash against the soft rock. Caves can often have cool passageways that are created by the rock eroding.
Now that would be cool to explore. There are lots of different types of caves. Corrasional caves are formed by
erosion as streams with loads of sediment in them flow through rock. These caves can form in any rock type
including very hard granites. But for them to form they need a fault or joint in the rock through which the
water can flow. You also get glacier caves, and these form when melting ice finds its way and flows through
water within a glacier. A fracture cave is created by the dissolving of more soluble, something that can be
more easily dissolved, mineral rocks sitting between layers of less soluble rock, creating fracture collapses.
The maximum depth a cave system can reach underground before the pressure of the overlying rocks becomes
too heavy, is about 3, m. That would be when they collapse. What are Stalactites and Stalagmites? Have you
ever heard of stalactites or stalagmites? Well if not, listen up and find out about these amazing structures
within a cave. You will find stalactites on the ceilings of caves and they can be quite amazing! They are made
from the constant dripping of mineral rich water, which little by little leaves mineral deposits on the ceiling
and then the minerals harden. They are created by water droplets that are full of minerals that fall to the floor.
They then grow, sometimes very large, and they often look like large pillars. Stalactites and stalagmites
sometimes join from the floor to the ceiling. But, this can take a very, very long time. They will grow about 2.
Well if you did, there are names for this. It is called potholing, caving of spelunking! Which one would you
prefer to be called? Scientists study caves all the time, as well as the environment that surrounds them. So if
you decided to be a scientist who studied caves it is called Speleology. Also the formation and development of
caves are Speleogenesis. Wow, some big words there. Those are some seriously long caves! It would take ages
to spelunk those! Whoaâ€¦that is very, very deep! Caves have been used right throughout history as shelter for
humans, for burials and religious sites too. Heaps of ancient paintings and ancient treasures have been found in
caves around the world. Who calls a cave home? So what creatures will you find within these marvels of
nature. So there are quite a few animals that make their homes in there.! They often have unique features such
as a loss of pigment or colouring, with no eyesight or even eyes that have developed due to the extreme
darkness. Not sure we want to be bumping into these in the middle of the night! You can use all this
information for projects or even tests! Caves are very cool places and great to explore!
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Chapter 4 : Explorers Discover World's Deepest Known Underwater Cave in Czech Republic - ABC News
A cave's depth is measured from the entrance down, no matter how high it is above sea level. When prospecting for
deep systems, cavers start in mountains with thick layers of limestone deposited.

Motivation[ edit ] Caving is often undertaken for the enjoyment of the outdoor activity or for physical
exercise, as well as original exploration, similar to mountaineering or diving. Physical or biological science is
also an important goal for some cavers, while others are engaged in cave photography. In well-explored
regions such as most developed nations , the most accessible caves have already been explored, and gaining
access to new caves often requires cave digging or cave diving. Caving, in certain areas, has also been utilized
as a form of eco and adventure tourism. Tour companies have established an industry leading and guiding
tours into and through caves. Depending on the type of cave and the type of tour, the experience could be
adventure-based or ecological-based. In many areas e. America , the oceanic islands of Tenerife , Iceland and
Hawaii , there are tours led through lava tubes by a guiding service. Some however consider the assistance
cavers give each other as a typical team sport activity. Throughout the s, spelunking was the general term used
for exploring caves in US English. It was used freely, without any positive or negative connotations, although
only rarely outside the US. This sentiment is exemplified by bumper stickers and T-shirts displayed by some
cavers: Nevertheless, outside the caving community, "spelunking" and "spelunkers" predominately remain
neutral terms referring to the practice and practitioners, without any respect to skill level. Potholing refers to
the act of exploring potholes, a word originating in the north of England for predominantly vertical caves. The
base term caving comes from the Latin cavea or caverna, meaning simply, a cave. This section does not cite
any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. He developed his own techniques based on ropes and metallic ladders. In the s
famous US caver Floyd Collins made important explorations in the area and in the s, as caving became
increasingly popular, small exploration teams both in the Alps and in the karstic high plateaus of southwest
France Causses and Pyrenees transformed cave exploration into both a scientific and recreational activity. The
lack of available equipment during the war forced Pierre Chevalier and the rest of the team to develop their
own equipment, leading to technical innovation. In , American cavers organized themselves into the National
Speleological Society NSS to advance the exploration, conservation, study and understanding of caves in the
United States. In , two Swiss alpinists, Juesi and Marti teamed together, creating the first rope ascender known
as the Jumar. In Bruno Dressler asked Fernand Petzl, who worked as a metals machinist, to build a
rope-ascending tool, today known as the Petzl Croll , that he had developed by adapting the Jumar to pit
caving. Pursuing these developments, Petzl started in the s a caving equipment manufacturing company named
Petzl. The development of the rappel rack and the evolution of mechanical ascension systems extended the
practice and safety of pit exploration to a wider range of cavers. Practice and equipment[ edit ] Main article:
Caving equipment Caver in an Alabama cave showing common caving wear: Hard hats are worn to protect the
head from bumps and falling rocks. Electric LED lights are most common. Many cavers carry two or more
sources of light â€” one as primary and the others as backup in case the first fails. More often than not, a
second light will be mounted to the helmet for quick transition if the primary fails. In cold caves, the caver
may wear a warm base layer that retains its insulating properties when wet, such as a fleece "furry" suit or
polypropylene underwear, and an oversuit of hard-wearing e. Lighter clothing may be worn in warm caves,
particularly if the cave is dry, and in tropical caves thin polypropylene clothing is used, to provide some
abrasion protection while remaining as cool as possible. Wetsuits may be worn if the cave is particularly wet
or involves stream passages. Knee -pads and sometimes elbow -pads are popular for protecting joints during
crawls. Depending on the nature of the cave, gloves are sometimes worn to protect the hands against abrasion
or cold. In pristine areas and for restoration, clean oversuits and powder-free, non-latex surgical gloves are
used to protect the cave itself from contaminants. Ropes are used for descending or ascending pitches single
rope technique or SRT or for protection. Knots commonly used in caving are the figure-of-eight - or
figure-of-nine - loop, bowline , alpine butterfly , and Italian hitch. Ropes are usually rigged using bolts , slings
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, and carabiners. In some cases cavers may choose to bring and use a flexible metal ladder. In addition to the
equipment already described, cavers frequently carry packs containing first-aid kits, emergency equipment,
and food. Containers for securely transporting urine are also commonly carried[ citation needed ]. On longer
trips, containers for securely transporting feces out of the cave are carried[ citation needed ]. This is
particularly the case when exploring or mapping very extended cave systems, where it would be impractical to
retrace the route back to the surface regularly. Such long trips necessitate the cavers carrying provisions,
sleeping and cooking equipment.
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Chapter 5 : Injured explorer rescued from Germany's deepest cave after 12 days | World news | The Guard
Diving & multi support vessels. This new build DP3 class diving support vessel is purpose-designed for the demanding
North Sea Canada market. It will be capable of working throughout the year in virtually all sea and weather conditions.

Lacey Thomas As a park ranger, one of my main duties is to answer questions. One of the most common
questions is Who discovered the cave? While there is no easy answer, there is a great story to be told. Native
Americans have known about the cave for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. The Mescalero Apache called
this area Jadnut? While there is no evidence these native peoples explored deep into the cave, they were
certainly aware of its existence. Eventually Spanish and European Americans began settling in the area. In
their explorations they soon stumbled upon the gaping mouth of what is now known as Carlsbad Cavern.
Several of those individuals claim to be the first to have entered the cave, but they have mostly been forgotten
by history. Our first credited cave exploration happened in the cave in Sixteen year-old cowboy, Jim White,
was rounding up cattle one evening when he spotted smoke from a wildfire off in the distance. Fires could be
just as devastating then as they are now. He rode closer to gather information. How big was it? Was it moving
quickly? What direction was it burning? These questions and more pushed Jim to ride to the fire so he could
report back to camp with the most accurate information possible. As Jim approached the smoke, he noticed
something strange: He was watching bats. Thousands-upon-thousands of Brazilian free-tailed bats. Jim finally
stopped at the mouth of the cave completely mesmerized by the spectacle of flying mammals filling the air
above him. He once said he watched the bats for nearly half an hour before the darkness fell so completely he
had to return to camp. He thought it over for several days. The deep hole in the ground and its secrets
continued to gnaw at him. He had to find out what was down in the dark recesses. Jim finally went back to the
cave alone with some wire and pieces of wood. He constructed a ladder that he anchored at the mouth of the
cave. His other held his light source. After sixty feet, he landed on the cave floor. At first, Jim was very
uncomfortable in the cave. The names he assigned to formations give us some insight into what he was feeling
when he came across new features for the first time. As he spent more time in the cave, Jim became more
comfortable with his surroundings. His naming became more matter of fact: While he investigated other caves
in the area, none ever captured his imagination the same way Carlsbad Cavern did. He was its chief promoter
his entire life though supporters of Colonel Thomas Boles may beg to differ! Today, his legacy lives on. Every
time a student researches the cave and shares her results with others, she is sharing what Jim found so awe
inspiring.
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Chapter 6 : Bill Steele (cave explorer) - Wikipedia
Charles William Steele, Jr. (born October 17, ), known as "Bill Steele," is a cave explorer. He is a speleologist who has
led and participated in expeditions to many of the longest and deepest caves in the USA, Mexico, and China.

To see if cave diving is your thing. The course covers the basics of cavern diving and More Details Checkout
Dive Chekout if scuba diving is for you More Details Recreational Diver Level I The ISE Recreational Diver
curriculum is dedicated to cultivate comfortable, competent and confident divers from the beginning that do
not impact the environment. It allows them to maximize aquatic fun The BoE "rec" is specifically designed for
the re It allows them to maximize aquatic fun and safety. The assistant can change the ratio betwe More
Details Exploration Diver Level I The ISE Exploration Diver Level 1 course is structured to prepare divers for
the rigors of exploration diving, and to familiarize them with the use of different types of breathing and
decompression mix More Details Exploration Diver Level II The ISE Exploration Diver Level 2 course is
structured to prepare divers for the rigors of exploration diving, and to familiarize them with the use of
different breathing and decompression mixtures. The course covers the basics of cave diving and is designed
to introduce divers to This a very demanding course that seeks to refine the cave diving techniques o It teaches
divers the techniques necessary to perform long range cave dives. Emphasis is placed on special skills useful
for the wreck diving. This course is based on theori The emphasis is placed on advanc The emphasis is placed
on aggressive diving profiles includi Educate individuals in basic rebreather technologies and Cultivate diver
proficiency in the use of rebreather technology This course a More Details Oxygen Rebreather Diver The ISE
Oxygen Rebreather Diveris a class is designed to help divers who work in special applications such as
photography, film making, scientific reserach, marine conservation, archeology, etc to be b More Details
General Courses Diving Basics for Boat Owners This course will enable boat owners to safely use a small
diving set up to inspect or clean their boat or to retrieve an anchor upt to depth of ten meters wehile using
basic scuba gear. More Details ECO DIVER Divers need to generate awarenes for the environment that they
act in and that is highly endangered by polution, overfishing and unresponsible tourism practised on a purly
profit oriented base. More Details Sidemount The ISE Sidemount is a course dedicated to cultivating
comfortable, competent and confident divers in the use of sidemount gear. This course is also t More Details
Workshop Scooter This workshop was designed to show divers the increased fund and the opportunities a
scooter offers to them. On the other hand it will show potentional dangers and how to avoid them More
Details Workshop Survey The ISE Survey Workshop is designed to create a better understanding of the
underwater survey and build the skills needed to conduct basik survey using state of the art technique and
tools More Details Workshop Exploration Photography The ISE Workshop Exploration Photography was
designed to qualify exploration oriented divers who already have a basic understanding of underwater
photography for the challange of documeting exploration More Details Workshop Exploration Videography
The ISE Workshop Exploration PVideography was designed to qualify exploration oriented divers who
already have a basic understanding of underwater Videography for the challange of documeting exploratio
The training focuses on More Details Non Diving Gas Blender This Workshop should not only introduce the
participant to the concept of mixing Gas by the use of partial preassure but also to the math behind. Especially
in the "field" sometimes all the electronica More Details Workshop Kayak for Expedition Diving The ISE
Workshop Kayak for Expedition Diving is designed to give divers of all levels an additional tool that allows
not only easy transportation to and from the divesite but also a stable and comforta More Details Battlefield
Repairs The class was designed to give the advanced diver the opportunity to do a battlefield fix on gear when
abroad and no other options are available More Details Requalification ISE strongly believes that skills and
knowledge once learnt, have got to be practiced and applied frequently in order to be kept sharp and up to
date. Therefore, any diver who earns any particular cert
Chapter 7 : World's deepest underwater cave found in the Czech Republic (Update)
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This article is about locations of explorer notes, caves, artifacts, and beacons on Ragnarok. For locations of resource
nodes, see Resource Map (Ragnarok). Mobile App users need to view this page in a browser to use the map fully.

Chapter 8 : Explorer Map (Ragnarok) - Official ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki
Caving - also traditionally known as spelunking in the United States and Canada and potholing in the United Kingdom
and Ireland - is the recreational pastime of exploring wild (generally non-commercial) cave systems.

Chapter 9 : 10 Most Interesting Caves In The World - Listverse
Bill Stone, a maverick cave explorer who has plumbed Earth's deepest abysses, discusses his efforts to mine lunar ice
for space fuel and to build an autonomous robot for studying Jupiter's moon Europa.
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